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Well, we made it!

Three and a half years later
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Built lots of hardware …   Wrote lots of software …

Took lots of measurements …

Displacement of simulated data

!rms,th = 0.0729rad"

!rms = 0.0833 ± 0.0005rad"

from Rossi-Greisen equation for 
60 MeV normally incident protons

Comparison with simulations



Had lots of discussions Shed a few tears
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Proton CT reconstruction: getting the data is only half the problem 
• Tomographic reconstruction relies on straight rays

• Assumptions of tomography are only weakly violated 
but there are important consequences 

  

RSP (x, y )=i ( x, y ) **k ( x, y )
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Backprojected image
(blurred image)

2D deblurring kernel

Backprojection-then-filtering

A thorny reconstruction problem

G. Poludniowski, N. Allinson and P. Evans,
“Proton computed tomography reconstruction 
using a backprojection-then-filtering approach”
Phys Med Biol. 59:7905-7918 (2014)

backprojection-then-filtering
Total analytic solution
Cope with non-linear paths
Correction for finite reconstruction volume
Incorporate differing most likely path algorithms
Computationally efficient

G Poludniowski, N M Allinson and P M Evans, Proton computed tomography 
reconstruction using a backprojection-then-filtering approach, Physics in 
Medicine and Biology Journal link tile ends, 59, (2014)

http://iopscience.iop.org/journal/0031-9155
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high contrast low contrast

125 MeV beam with compensator 

180 projections at 1º steps

~1M protons tracked per projection



Relative scattering-power pCT
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FIG.6:SliceimagesofthePRaVDAtissue-substitutephantomusing:(a)x-rayCTand(b)protonscattering-power
CT.Theinsertmaterialspresentare:lungsubstitute(top),corticalbonesubstitute(bottomright)andair(bottom

left).

narimagesofmedianscattering-anglehavebeendemon-
stratedexperimentally20.Tomographicreconstructions
ofinversescatteringlength(closelyrelatedtoabsolute
scattering-power)havebeendemonstratedinsimula- 415

tion21,22.Further,wenotethatnuclearscatteringtomog-
raphy(NST)withprotonshaslongbeenestablished,but
thisreliesonverydi↵erentprinciples(wide-anglesingle
scattering).

Inadditiontodemonstratingthefirstexperimental 420

CTimagesusingmultiple-scattering,therearetwonote-
worthyadditionalfeaturesofthiswork.Firstly,the
back-projection-filteringapproachproposedisahigh-
resolutionalgorithmforprotonscatteringtomography
accommodatingnon-linearprotonpaths.Secondly, 425

theapproachofreconstructingofrelativescattering-
powerratherthanabsolutescattering-powerhasclear
advantages,asthelatterquantityisnon-localanda
moreproblematicquantity23.Wenotethatahigh-
resolutiontracker-onlypCTalgorithmhasrecentlybeen 430

proposed24,butthiswasusinganentirelydi↵erentmech-
anismforcontrast:attenuationduetoinelasticnuclear
interactions.

Futureworkwillreportontherefinementofthetech-
niqueandanalysispresentedinthispaperaswellas 435

theadditionofa‘range-telescope’totheexperimental
setuptoinfereachproton’sexitenergy(asillustrated
inFig.1).Thiswillpermitreconstructionofrelative
stopping-powerinadditiontorelativescattering-power.
ThecompletePRaVDAsystemwillprovideaprototype 440

ofthefirstfullysolidstatepCTscannerconstructedusing
silicondetectorsforboththetrackingandresidual-range
measurementsofprotons.

Wenotethatinordertoimagelarger,moreclini-
callyrelevantareasusingthescatteringpowertechnique, 445

higherenergybeamsofprotonswouldberequired.This

wouldensureboththattheprotonscanpassthroughthe
objectwithadequatemomentumtobemeasured,and
alsothattheyhaveundergoneasu�cientlylowamount
ofMCSsuchthattheinformationontheirtrajectorycan 450

stillbereliablyextracted.Simulationsbyourgrouphave
suggestedthatscattering-powerpCThascomparable
spatial-resolutiontostopping-powerpCTwithpatient-
sizedobjects,albeitwithsubstantiallyhighernoise.A
detailedcomparisonofthetechniques,however,isbe- 455

yondthescopeofthiswork.

V.CONCLUSION

Beamsofprotonswithnominalenergiesof125and
191MeVweresuccessfullytrackedthroughaphantom
containinginsertsofdi↵erenttissueequivalentmaterial. 460

Thiswascarriedoutusinganoveltrackersystemof
siliconmicro-stripdetectorswhichweredevelopedus-
ingtechnologyfromhighenergyphysicsexperiments.
Ahightrack-reconstructione�ciencywasdemonstrated
(>80%)andusingthetrackingsystem,anewtypeof 465

tracker-onlyprotonCTwasdemonstratedforthefirst
time.Inthisnewmodality,thecontrastcanbeat-
tributedtothescatteringpowerofthematerialsthrough
whichtheprotonspass.
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Total deflection-angle squared determined for each 
proton based on measurements of spatial position in 
each of the four tracker units. Total mean-square 
angular deflection can be approximated as: 

6132 Taylor et al.: An experimental demonstration of a new type of proton computed tomography 6132

channels on a layer can still be reconstructed (or corrected)
provided reliable information can be extracted from the other
two layers in the tracking unit. This allows for a higher overall
tracking e�ciency than that available for a tracker comprised
of only eight planes orientated only in orthogonal pairs for
obtaining x and y positions (the typical configuration in pCT
prototypes).

2.B. Experimental facilities and acquisition

The tracker and phantom were irradiated in the “proton
vault” at iThemba LABS, South Africa where beams of
protons are available up to a nominal energy of 191 MeV
(240 mm range in water). The beams are produced by a
cyclotron and are made available for both experimental work
and proton therapy with a diameter up to 10 cm. In order to
produce a beam of this size with the required symmetry and
uniformity, a number of di↵erent scattering and collimation
components are used upstream of the final nozzle in the vault.
In order to produce the lower energy beams typically needed
for proton therapy (and made use of in this work), a pair of
graphite wedges can be inserted into the path of the beam
degrading the energy down to a minimum range of 30 mm
in water (⇠55 MeV). These degraders are situated before
the proton vault which contains a large area transmission
ionization chamber used to monitor the fluence. The range
of currents available from the cyclotron can be varied such
that the proton current available in the vault is in the range
from 0.1 to 100 nA. In order for the cyclotron to provide stable
lower currents, i.e., <1 nA used in this work, filters applied
after the ion source can reduce stable higher currents by a
factor of 10�2 or 10�4.

For the work presented here, beams with proton kinetic
energies of either 191 or 125 MeV were selected. The
191 MeV selection was used for setup, alignment, and
calibration of the tracker, and the experimental data for the
CT scan were taken with the 125 MeV beam. We note that
an incident energy of 125 MeV (118 mm in water) is lower
than would be necessary for clinical imaging of most body
sites on most subjects. However, the value was appropriate
for the object imaged, the size of which was limited by the
area of the prototype tracking detectors. A collimated beam
of 85 mm diameter and a low proton current of ⇠105 cm�2 s�1

were used in order for data acquisition and tracking to be as
straightforward as possible. Data were acquired for a total of
6 s per projection in order to acquire enough events to fill
the available local memory attached to the readout of each
layer. A total of 36 equally spaced angular projections were
acquired spanning 180�, with between 15 and 50⇥106 events
reconstructed per projection.

The object imaged in this experiment was a spherical
phantom of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with a
diameter of 75 mm. This was suspended in between the
second and third tracking units (see Fig. 2) on a rotary stage.
Situated inside the phantom were several cylindrical inserts
of materials, three of which were high contrast with respect
to PMMA (lung and cortical bone tissue substitutes and an air
cavity).18

2.C. Scattering power and pCT reconstruction

Scattering power, t
i

, of a material, i, is defined as the rate-
of-change of mean-square scattering-angle with depth, such
that

t
i

=
d#̄2

dz
, (1)

where # is the total angular deflection at a depth z in a material
and the bar denotes the mean for a large ensemble of particles.
The mechanism underlying the increase in deflection with
depth is MCS. The relative scattering power can be defined as

⇢
i

=
t
i

tw
, (2)

where tw is the scattering power for water.
In this work, CT reconstruction was implemented to

reconstruct relative scattering power. The total deflection-
angle squared was determined for each proton based on
the measurements of spatial position in each of the four
tracker units. The total mean-square angular deflection can
be approximated as

#2= (⌦
x,in�⌦x,out)2+

�
⌦y,in�⌦y,out

�2
, (3)

where ⌦
x

and ⌦y refer to the direction cosines of the
proton in x and y directions, respectively, orthogonal to
the beam direction. The subscripts in and out refer to the
proton direction determined from the first and second pairs of
detectors, respectively. A small-angle approximation has been
assumed, i.e., sin #⇡ #.

The reconstruction method was a modified implementa-
tion of a backprojection-then-filtration algorithm presented
elsewhere.19 In that work, the water-equivalent path-length
(WEPL) for each proton (in terms of energy loss) was
backprojected along a cubic-spline estimate of its nonlinear
path in the subject. This allowed reconstruction of a 3D
image of relative stopping power. Here, instead, the squared
deflection angle for each proton was backprojected, producing
a voxel-dependent estimate of mean-square angle in each
projection. Prior to the summation of contributions from all
projections, the mean-square angle in each voxel was con-
verted to water-equivalent path-length (in terms of scattering)
using a relationship derived from Monte Carlo simulations.

Monte Carlo calculations were performed for 125 MeV
protons incident on water slabs of thicknesses ranging from 2
to 110 mm, using the fluka code.20 From these simulations,
the relationship between mean-square scattering-angle and
water-equivalent path-length was determined. Successive
3-sigma and then 2-sigma cuts on positional and angular
deflection were applied to the exiting protons, to suppress
contributions from the single-scattering tails of MCS and from
inelastic nuclear interactions. The same cuts were applied to
the projection images of the test phantom.

CT reconstruction was performed using 15⇥106 protons
per projection (a total of 540⇥106 protons over 36 projections)
with a voxel size of 1 mm3. Postprocessing with a 3D Gaussian
filter of width 0.7 mm was applied to suppress noise.

Medical Physics, Vol. 43, No. 11, November 2016

J. T. Taylor et al., An experimental demonstration of a new type of proton computed 
tomography using a novel silicon tracking detector, Med. Phys. 43, 6129 (2016) 

Direction cosines of proton in x and y directions, orthogonal to beam direction.  
Subscripts in and out refer to first and second pairs of detectors
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Figure 3: Central slice reconstructions of the water phantom: (a) relative stopping-

power, (b) relative scattering-power, (c) relative attenuating-power and (d) relative

straggling-power. Four inserts are included in the phantom: ICRP skeletal muscle

(top), ICRP cortical bone (right), ICRP adipose (bottom) and air (left). Windowing is

identical in each image (ρ(τ) = 0.2 to 1.8).

Figure 4: Central horizontal line-profiles of relative stopping, scattering, attenuating

and straggling-power for the images depicted in figure 3.
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Stopping-power – most crucial quantity 
for PT planning 

For biological materials: stopping-power, 
scattering-power and attenuating-power can 
be related to electron density (Kanematsu et 
al., Medical Physics 39, 1016, 2012)

Scattering and attenuation power only 
require trackers – lower system complexity

Possible to combine two or more modalities 
to yield improved quality pCT

UK Patent pending



Just returned 

from 2 weeks at:

With over 10 TB of data!



Most of the iThemba Team



6-insert phantom relative stopping-power pCTs (good stats)
(scattering and attenuation pCTs come free)

2 new phantoms
Biological (meat) phantom

Direct proton range measurement phantom

+ 1.5 TB of calibration data!

Gafchromic film

“Tissue” insertsAnalysis in
progress



Summary
Proton imaging is challenging but proven!  Certainly for broad beam delivery.

Treating and imaging with the same radiation – “use the same ruler” 

Imagery will be of clinical quality – certainly better than cone-beam!

PRaVDA concept is integrated instrument for entire PT workflow

PRaVDA is fully solid-state

Need to optimise sensors and supporting engineering

Need to explore different pCT modalities and fusion with other imagery

Need to integrate with current and future delivery systems (pencil beam)

Need to integrate into robust, effective and efficient workflow

Need to undergo trials

Need to commercialise

Need to clinically use!

I’ve come about 
the details
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